Meet the stars of St. Peter’s Prep

Who has helped guide St. Peter’s Prep to its fourth finals appearance in the last five years? Here are some names to keep an eye on Friday night:

- QB Maasai Maynor: 152-for-237 passing, 2,259 yards, 21 TDs; 320 rushing yards, 2 TDs
- WR/LB Shayne Simon: 46 receptions, 785 yards, 6 TDs; 14 tackles for loss, 5 INT
- WR/LB Chase Jones: 35 receptions, 457 yards, five TD; 81 tackles, 2 INT
- DL Justin Ademilola: 42 tackles, 9 tackles for loss; six sacks
- DL Jayson Ademilola: 56 tackles, 16 tackles for loss; eight sacks
- DL R.J. Oben: 8.5 tackles for loss, 2.5 sacks
- RB Dom Meleo: 100 carries, 386 yards, 8 TDs
Meet the stars of Bergen Catholic

Who has been most responsible for Bergen Catholic reaching its first state final in five years? Here are the headliners:

- QB Johnny Langan: 135-for-239 passing, 1,988 yards, 21 TDs; 732 rushing yards, 10 TDs
- RB Josh McKenzie: 131 carries, 816 yards, 8 total TDs
- WR Dylan Classi: 52 receptions, 912 yards, 12 TDs
- DE Javontae Jean-Baptiste: 83 tackles, 12.5 for a loss, 9.5 sacks, 1 fumble recovery TD
- DE Aeneas DiCosmo: 51 tackles, 13.5 for a loss, 8.5 sacks, 1 fumble recovery
- LB Anthony Corbin: 98 tackles, 8.5 for a loss, 3.5 sacks, 2 INT, 9 passes defended
- CB Jordan Morant: 58 tackles, 1 sack/forced fumble, 4 INTs, 7 passes defended
- RB Rahmir Johnson: 513 rushing yards, 6 TD; 10 catches, 77 yards, 1 TD
Meet the Attendee Stars Here!

Join us for burgers and beverages at Steve’s
(Just 3 miles from the Stadium)

620 Route 17 South
Carlstadt, NJ
201-438-9677
Between 5:00 & 6:30

Here’s the menu:

https://locu.com/places/steves-sizzling-steaks-carlstadt-us/#menu
Thanks to Fr. Joe, we’re in the John Mara Skybox on the 49 yard line..... again!!
The West VIP Entrance is just to the right of the Main West Entrance to the Stadium.